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IFC to Consider Hell Week
Abolition; Roberts Resigns

John P. Osier and A. Rand Gordon

TRIPOD Elections

Exemplary Views Invited
In its annualelections last Tuesday, the staff of the TRIPOD
elected Alden Rand Gordon '69
to the paper's top position, Chairman of the Editorial Board.
Also elected on the unanimously
approved slate proposed by the outgoing Editorial Board were John
P. Osier '70, president; Christopher Lees '70, arts editor; Richmond Hendee '69, sports editor;
co-photography editors, William
Rosenblatt '69 and Gerald Hatch
'69; and Assistant Sports Editor,
Judd Freeman '69.
The newly-elected Chairman,
while commending the quality of
editorial material and columns that
have been appearing in the paper,
called for the expression of more
divergent opinions. Asserting that
"the paper is no more biased than
the people who write for it," he
extended a special invitation to
students who have found cause to
critize the political viewpoints of
present columnists.
Gordon predicted that vacant positions on the new board, would
be the-object of keen competition
among the staff.
Retiring
Chairman
Jeffrey
E.Lucas '68 keynoted the meeting
by pointing out the progress which
has been made in bringing the
TRIPOD to its present position as
the viable organ of student opinion
that it has become over the past
year. While announcing the decision of the editorial board to
discontinue twice-weekly publication due to financial and personnel
needs, Lucas expressed the hope
that "once the new editorial board
is settled and the staff prepared,
semi-weekly publication can be resumed."
In assuming the chairmanship,
Gordon expressed his desire'to
strengthen the TRIPOD staff
through "increased opportunities
for contribution.
The editorial policy and contribution of retiring President Ames
M. Nelson '68, contributing Editor Michael
Seitchik '68, and
News Editor James Bartolini '68
were applauded by the retiring
chairman.
• •*•

Lucas, Cooper
Praise Viet-poll
Despite varied reactions to the
quality of the questionnaire, the
New England Universities' Viet
Nam Referendum elicited slightly
more than fifty percent participation at the College. Seventy
Percent of the administration and
almost forty percent of the faculty
also participated, .
.. -, •
Jeffrey E, Lucas, In charge of
administering the referendum, exPressed disappointment with the
size of the turnout, observing
that Harvard achieved 85 percent
Participation.
Both Lucas andthe
-..j.»»
i~t\j\,xx *_iviV'tJ-u. Lbiiu v^w
Chairman of the History Depart(Continued on Page 6)
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Leighton L. Smith '69, a former
layout editor of the paper was
awarded leadership of the business
staff. Gordon expressed confidence that Smith, with his wide
experience on the paper, would be
able to solve some of the financial
problems that had influenced the
decision to discontinue the Friday
edition.

The Interfraternity Council will
begin consideration of a proposal
to abolish all Hell Weeks, it was
disclosed at a meeting last Thursday night. The proposal, being
drawn up by Phi Psi representative William K. Marimow '69,
will be submitted to the organization by the end of this week
and will call for an end to all
non-constructive pledging practices.
The announcemsnt came with
the resignation of IFC President
Lawrence H. Roberts '69. Roberts
emphasized that his resignation
was a direct result of his having
de-activated Alpha Delta Phi for
personal reasons and in no way
indicated dissatisfaction with r e cent IFC activities.
Because it represents a major
constitutional change, the pro-,
posal must receive unanimous support in the IFC. By its constitution, such a change must be
considered for one week after being introduced before a vote can
be called. According to Marimow,

his purpose in announcing the proposal before actually submitting
it was to allow for1 discussion and
feedback from each house.
Succeeding Roberts is Pi Kappa
Alpha representative Sandford M
Rosenberg '69." The new presi'
dent urged support for the plan
now being drawn up by Marimow
and asserted the IFC's need to
"not only be aware of what is
going on, but be ahead of the (EDITORS' NOTE: The Edigame and provide leadership."
torial Board's decision to
The Hell Week proposal, Rosen- keep the nature of the followberg explained, in no way infringes ing article "general" and to
on initiation procedures, nor does refrain from using names was
it prohibit constructive pre-initiation periods such as the Theta made out of respect for the
Xi retreat. It is aimed solely at 'right to privacy" of Delta
physical hazing, harassment, and Phi Fraternity. However, the
the entertainment of a brother- issue at hand, pledging prachood at the expense of its pledges, tices, is in no way considered
he continued.
private.]
The new IFC president also
pointed out that the plan would
not discourage the idea of separating the pledges from the
brothers during the pledging period. Such separation was a matter for each individual house to
decide, he said, commenting that
it was a policy he personally advocated. He repeated that, under
the plan, a fraternity would in no
'way be forced to treat its pledges
as brothers during the pledging
period.
Hargrove and Kramer
agreed,
Rosenberg predicted that the
presents an economic dilemma, greatest obstacle to passing the
as the comparatively large mark- measure wouldtoethe "well, I had
up of these items keeps the store to go through it" attitude.
from running at a loss. Hargrove
It is only when fraternities realremarked that he has been in- ize that the-entire system Is headstructed by President Jacobs to ed toward greater flexibility,
show some margin of intake over Rosenberg asserted,
that they
Sanford Rosenberg
out-put. This small profit, Har- will take the steps to gain congrove noted, is actually insignifi- trol of its future. He asserted
Interviews this week with sevcant, because the store would be that it was not enough to be aware eral students who have deactivated
'"in the red" if it were forced to of the problems but that it was Delta Phi fraternity showed that
pay rent.
necessary 16 Ho something about the pledging policy of that house
Hargrove blamed the discon- them. The particular Issue of. was central to their decision. In
tinuance of magazine sales on the pledging, he felt, was one that all, sixteen juniors and seniors
poor service, afforded by the area's would be dealt with by the College have dropped out of the fraternity
sole distributor, and on student administration in the. near future since the end of last year.
anyway. "The important thing,"
According to these students,
thefts.
The distributor, he report- he explained, " i s , that we direct DPhi operates on the philosophy
the change, ourselves instead of
having it'Imposed on us."
(Continued on Page 5)
.
(Continued on Page 5)
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Senate Examines Store;
Joint Committee Planned
by Ken V/inkler
The College Bookstore should
be "an integral part of the intellectual life of the campus" according to Alan Kramer'68, member of a Senate committee investigating the present structure of the
store. Acting with Mike Jimenez
'70, Kramer hopes to gain for the
student a more powerful voice in
the direction of store policy.
Kramer and Jimenez are planning to bring before the Senate
a proposal advocating- the creation
of a student-faculty administration
group which would join with Penn
Hargrove, manager of the store, to
determine purchases-especiallyof
books. The object of such a committee, Kramer commented, would
be to determine "what's in" and to
get it for the student.
Hargrove is anxious to work with
the group because he feels "it's
the student bookstore."
Current, stock is delivered by a
distributor serving over 40 New
England colleges, including the
Harvard Co-op. The books he
handles, the- manager explained,
are sectioned into 17 areas, from
.which the distributor sends the
best selling in each.
Deletions and additions to the
delivered selection,
Hargrove
continued, are made by professors
in the respective departments.
Students, he added, have continually been invited to voice their
opinion on book selection. The
store, he emphasized, maintains
an ordering service for students
and faculty.
The specific proposals of the
two-man committee involve not
only a voice in book choice but
the elimination of what Kramer
terms the "knick-knacks" at the
side of the store and the reinstitution of magazine sales.
These two proposals pose a number of problems. First is the
lack of available space for periodicals. The committee has been
investigating a number of possible
locations, but the search thus far
has been abortive. Kramer mentioned the possibility of occupancy
of the TRIPOD and IVY offices
if and when the proposed ETV
Center, which would provide facilities
r i p s for
r o r the
lint two publications, is
constructed.
Elimination of the knick-knacks,

Recruiters HeedWorwart Statement;
Marine Notes Dmrtonsfrators^ Rights
In enforcing Dean of the College'. Major Robert Brennan stressed
Harold L. Dorwart's statement de- that "demonstrators haveaperfect
manding that military recruiters right to be'here, just as we have
be prevented from reporting de- a perfect right to be here."
The Dorwart directive states
monstrators, Director of Placement John F. Butler informed that all recruiters must agree not
recruiters prior to their appear- to report students involved in any
ance on campus Wednesday of the demonstrations to the Selective
directive's terms. Both the Navy Service, as would be required by
.Aviation and Marine Corps repre- 'General Lewis Hershey's Octsentatives complied, and Marine ober 24 statement.

After Butler called each representative, Assistant Dean of Students Leonard R. Tomat greeted
the recruiters, distributed to them
copies of Dorwart's statement, and
introduced them to the SDS members who had opened an antidraft
project table in the television
lounge.
Brennan claimed he was surprised when he heard from But-^
ler. He considered the Dorwart
statement unnecessary, as he acknowledged the right of demonstrators to express their views.
Steven Keeney '71, who before
the appearance of Dorwart's statement organized a petition asking for an all-College referendum
on the Hershey note," described the ,
project as an effort to present
"viable alternatives" to the opportunities presented by the r e cruiters. The SDS, Keeney reflected, was attempting to eliminate the "lack of experience"
which makes people feel join- ;
ing the armed force's Is the only
•way
to deal with the draft.

MILITARY RECRUITERS are questioned by students during
their visit to the campus last Wednesday. Questions were of
military and political nature.

There was no evidence of otner
protest.
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Constable Describes Self- Torture
In Medieval Religious Rituals
"Mortify your members which
are On earth." This command of
St. Paul typifies an attitude that
permeates the religious sensibility of the Middle Ages. In a thorough and scholarly examination of
the origins and development of
this ascetic aesthetic Dr.Giles
Constable of Harvard University
combined erudition and sensation
in an interesting lecture.
For an explanation of the causes
of medieval religious asceticism
Constable cited William James.
James distinguishes seven categories of causes; a desire for
purity, love for and identification
with Christ, guilt, overzealousness, and (oddly enough) a sense
of competition. As pointed out
by Kenneth Burke in his study
THE VISION OF GOD, implicit

GERMAN MEDIEVAL heads
on phofopanels are displayed
in the Austin Arts Center as
part of the Goodwin Fellows'
Medieval Mind project.
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in this attitude is a belief in a
soul-body, mind-matter duality.
Most influential in the propagation and maintenance of religious asceticism was the medieval
institution of the monastery. No
monastic rule, such as the rule
of the Benedictine order, which
demands only poverty, obedience,
and chastity, OPENLY espoused
self-torture. The monastery provided an atmosphere in which an
often hypocritical spirit of r e ligious rivalry might thrive.
Constable furnished
several,
examples of this "athletic" striv-

ing, Macarius of Alexander limited his diet to the amount of
bread that he might draw out
through the neck of a bottle, and
sustained this fast for
three
years. An overly, lusty
monk
attracted by the sight of a young
girl thrust his offending member
into the flame of a candle. The
monk Dominic, who might well
Be called the father of flagellation, wore heavy metal sheets
around his neck, hips, and legs,
and daily subjected himself to
some 15,000 blows with a leatherthong whip.

Eisenberg, Art Historian,
Discusses Wood Panels
Dr. Marvin Eisenberg, Chairman, bound together, with a thickness
of the Department of Art Hi story at dependent upon, the. size of the
the University of Michigan, lec- picture. They would then be covtured on Tuesday night at Austin ered with a glue made largely of
Arts Center on "The Technique ground-up parchment.
This would then be covered tightof Wood Panel Painting," The lecture, part of the Goodwin Fellows' ly with a sheet of linen, and rubMedieval Mind Series, was coor- bed until the surface was smooth.
dinated with slides and a Medieval ' A layer of gesso, a plaster-like
Treasures art exhibit.
substance, was then applied, and
Dr. Eisenberg discussed the after drying, was again rubbed
.
growth of wealth and secularization smooth.
Dr. Eisenberg, illustrating with
in the late thirteenth century'Italy,
with a corresponding . change in slides of works by Ghitlandaio,
art, craft guilds replacing monks. Simoni Martini, and Duccio, went
of the
In the fifteenth century, there was on to describe the laying
:
a return to religious themes, with gold leaf, which was carefully
artists' shops commissioned to do placed, in uneven overlapping
church doors, pulpits, mosaics, rows, over the spots which would
not be covered by pigment. The
and altar pieces. ' ' '
exact technique was dependent on
Showing slides of : examples of where the picture was to be placed,
all these, Dr. Eisenberg comment- and in what light. Designs were
ed that while it was possible to then stamped o n i h e leaf, each
Identify the shop from; which a artist having an individual mark.
particular object came, it was In cases where the surface would
difficult to tell .if, it were, done by be mostly gilding, the area would
the master, himself, or by one; of be ..covered with leaf, , and pigment
the numerous apprentices. He applied over it.
cited the apprentice system as an
The last part of thepicture, done
example of the extreme stratifi- maybe a year or two later, was
cation of middle ages society. the lacquering of the, pigment.
commented
that,
The altar pieces, he.continued, Eisenberg
were generally made-of '-wood "Modern painters, who sell works
panels, with Christ .a popular they have not, yet begun, may find
figure. The wood planks, would be this difficult to understand."

Hastings Explains
Grail Odyssey
"The Holy Grail is a symbol of
man's search for a perfect
society,"asserted Baird' Hastings
in a lecture given December 1 in
the Austin Arts Center.According
to the Lecturer in Music at the College, the celebrated object of
many knightly quests "did once
and may still exist."
In tracing the story of the Grail,
Hastings said that he was handicapped by the lack of positive facts
and, changing attitudes toward the
subject through '•.he .centuries.
Drawing an analogy between his
own quest for the Grail and Heinrich Schliemann's search for the
ruins of Troy, Hastings admitted
that he is not sure exactly where,
or even what, the Grail is. Though
traditionally thought to be the wine
chalice used by Christ at the Last
Supper, Hastings cited other hypotheses as So the nature of the
Grail,. including the possibility that
it Is actually the blood of Christ.,
Hastings presented a chronology
of the Grail from the Crucifixion
through medieval times. He claimed that Joseph of Arimathea is a,
key figure in any search, because
of his responsibility for the funeral of Christ. Joseph's son, according to Hastings, became a
bishop in England and may have
taken some sort of object there
with hirri.
This would account for the claim
of the English that the Grail was
located in the British Isles during
the reign of King Arthur, explained Hastings. He showed several
slides taken on' a fiel,d trip to
England last summer, where he
viewed excavations of Arthur's
"Camelot."
However, Hastings stressed that
all his statements were of an hypothetical nature. There are large,
unaccountable gaps of many .years
in the story of the Grail, he stat-

Baird Hastings
ed. Hastings also demonstrated
how medieval customs of naming
one's children can complicate any
genealogical means of search.
Noting how the story of the Grail
appears throughout Western medieval literature, Hastings explained that authors were often very
nationalistic in seaktng to place
the Grailon the soil of their country. Thus, he said, we have
references to, the Grail not only
in England, but in France, Spain,
and Germany as well.
According to Hastings, German
poet Wolfram.s-Eschenbach captured the spirit of the Grail in his
works. He said that the poet described the Grail as a wonder
working object "visible only to the
pure." From this description
Hastings hypothesized that the
famous "quest for the Holy Grail"
is symbolic of man's quest for his
own improvement and perfection.

Hoving Mocks Boring Urban Planning
[Tripod reporter David Green
interviewed Mr. Thomas Moving
after his lecture in Good-win
Theatre ' on Wednesday.)
• TRIPOD: When Mayor Lindsaj
, asked you to join his administration, were you apprehensive about
.'eavlng The Cloisters, and the
world of art and scholarship, in
order to become Commissioner of
Parks?
Hoving: When Mayor Lindsay
asked me to work for him, I was
rather stunned, because I lefl
immediately a department of about
. eight people - when I received two
letters in a week it was a rush for a department of 11,000 people
and a $125,000,000 annual budget.
So I was rather scared, and not
knowing very much about, it, I
didn't respect all the great rules
and tried and true traditions of
New York, and was able to accomplish something,
TRIPOD: What were the major
problems that you encountered
upon assuming office?
Hoving: 37,825 acres of land/
282 parks, 842 pieces of rolling
stock, . a labor union, a vast
civil servant problem, and absolutely no taste. No taste, boredom and a feeling of a great big
wet sock hanging over the whole
thing.
.
TRIPOD: What do you view as
your greatest 'accomplishment
during your tenure as parks commissioner?
Hoving: The thing that I am
most proud' of is bringing good
architects and architecture into
the city government, 40 or 50

parks are now under construction
under the influence of the best,
people; men like Phillip Johnson
and Marcel Broyer. Robert Moses
wouldn't have given any of these
people the time of day. He had his
own coterie of people who were,
mostly engineers. Every park
looked the same; every playground was a cooky cut-out stamp.
Moses wasn't as young as he once
was, and he had been severely battered by the World's Fair experience. I had nothing to lose, and
he became pretty furious. He
would say, "You're an impudent
kid, and you don't know what you're
doing." I would reply, "Well,
that's the way it's going to be."
But Moses is a great man; there
is no doubt about It.
TRIPOD: Do you feel that an entirely new attitude is as vital as
more funds in the improvement
of the nation's cities?
r
Hoving: I think that the attitude
is. the people. I've heard a lot
of planners, a lot of schemes,
systems, measurements and all
this talk, but the only solution
is the people. If you are going
to renew a certain area of a city
which is a slum, and the blacks
are in a state of shock, you go
and meet them. You go in and get'
involved person to person, belly
to belly with them.
TRIPOD: Would you like to go
back to government service some
time in the future?
Hoving: I think that one should.
I think that every so often it's like
getting drafted, or something like
that - you go back. Someday, I
probably will, I don't know what
I will do then. I will stay where

I am for quite a long time, but
later I'll be interested in going
back for an appointive job. I think
that people should continue to try
to refresh the government and
themselves by doing service with
it. Not Vietnam, however, which
I'm not in favor of.
TRIPOD; When you started your
tenure as Director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, you promised to combine scholarship with
showmanship. What did you mean
when you said that?
Hoving: The basis of the place is
-scholarship, and that is the r e search that curators do; discovering things and writing about them.
Showmanship comes in the display - not all the time - of certain types of things. You have
6,500,000 people coming into the
place a year; obviously, not all
of them are scholars; Indeed, if
you did a didactic show or arranged
things in a purely scholarly way,
it would not serve the public in
all of its aspects. Similarly, you
cannot be hokey or gimmicky about
things although you want to try to
do things in a certain dramatic way.
Many of the greatest works of art
in the place were first shown to
their patrons probably in a very
dramatic and even gimmicky manner. So you have to try to bring
back , some of the spirit of that
presentation in the way you display the objects. I think we ought
to have life, and we ought to experiment and have shows and exhibitions of a rather vibrant nature
TRIPOD: What are some of the
changes that have taken place in the
Metropolitan since last March?
Hoving: We re-wrote entirely the

MR. THOMAS HOVING, Honorary Goodwin Fellow, chats with
( I . to r.) Dr. Gerald Ziff, Elric Endersby '68, President of the
Goodwin Fellows, and Mr. Danfort Miller '42.
constitution and by-laws, and
changed the board of trustees.
There will be a lot of staff changes'
You can't do it too quickly. In the
parks, you could do things quickly
because things were at the bottom.
The Metropolitan can hardly be
considered the bottom. At the
Metropolitan, there is hardly a
trace of mediocrity - maybe in our
restaurant food,
TRIPOD: Have you found the board
of the Metropolitan to be receptive
to new ideas?
Hoving: I think it Is. My board
is always urging,me. I find myself sometimes in a curious position - being pushed by my president to do more.
TRIPOD: Now that you are involved again with a great cultural
institution, have you recognized
a new "cultural awareness" in the
United States?
Hoving:. Yes, it has been unbelievable. Whether the understanding is equal to the rush I
wouldn't know. But I believe very
firmly in levels of aspiration and
appreciation. I've studied art
history since I was a sophomore.

You can't possibly expect people
to come in with the same understanding, m T "'"" T ^
TRIPOD:
Do you believe y
that the United States will at- j
tain the same level of c u l t u r a l
awareness that is to be found in
Europe?
Hoving: I don't think you find
it in Europe very much. I think
that is a myth, and a slight embarrassment that the UnitedStates
has somehow built up. Go to the
Louvre on a Sunday and listen,
You won't find any comment in
French and other languages. But
in the Met, when 50,000 people
come in on a Sunday, there is an
urgency. There must be some- \
thing very deep. There is a need
to see things, to refresh oneself. People are really trying
to learn; they are reaching out.
The trouble with us is, as with
any mass media which the Metropolitan could be considered, we j
have spoken down too much to j

people; we give them beginner's j
courses in everything, and we -^
are trying to eradicate that.
•&
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'View from Bridge,'
Stones Explore New World
'Almost Finely Pure' With Mozart and Gershwin

by Steve Bauer
in. which Eddie moves is dicby Dan Reilert
The Hartford Stage Company's tated by the location, and we,
presentation of Arthur Miller's situated on the bridge, are help'It's here', proclaims the un"A -View from the Bridge" has less to ameliorate this hopeless
once again proven that there is situation. Aided by Peter Hunt's solvable maze in the centerfold
at least one bright spot hiding lighting, the use of blue and of the Rolling Stones' new album.
amid the city's cultural darkness. yellow create an aura of lone- You might see any great art
If you wish to -see a production liness, and shabbiness and the piece of this millenium, a planet,
that exemplifies the finest in splashes of red evoke the spectre or the New York skyline, flowers,.
regional theatre, call the Stage of passion which rules the play. Mt. Palomar's observatory, or any
Company today. Tomorrow may
be too late. Tickets areinevitably
scarce.
Arthur Miller is .truly a tragic
playwright. His protagonists are
tragic heroes driven .to ..distinction
by a flaw of character that is beyond their understanding. Eddie
Carbone, an Italian longshoreman,
is enmeshed in a society where
strength is the only power and
loyalty the only honor. It is a
society, where pride and respect
are determined by family name
and where raw emotion and passion are the only levelers.
Eddie is driven by a force
greater than himself which he
cannot comprehend. His passion
for his niece festers and spreads,
a rank cancer he would deny,
yet one which causes him to shat" A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE" rehearsal photo taken by Jacter an unbending rule^ of his ques Cartier. Director Melvin Bernhardt (left) chats with the
culture. This flagrant breaking actors.
of the code is the tragic act
which permeates the play, an act
Frank Savlno is superb, as
which is impossible to stop as Eddie. He is a man lost in flict of a person who cannot do
much as we might wish to stop his own.despair. His family is what is natural without doing what
it, and one which causes the ulti- .spiraling downward, his security she deems wrong,
Don Barshay plays Rodolpho,
mate destruction of a man who is threatened, his. love is sulwho
has
"allowed himself to be wholly lied. He is "not purely good, Beatrice's cousin,
entered the country illegally and
known."
but himself purely," and Mr. who draws Catherine's love away
A steel girder juts into the Savino's portrayal draws on all from Eddie. His dilemma of
audience; the use of metal, wire of the facets, of Eddie's char- loyalty, respect, and love is
and cables creates an illusion acter from his lowbrow humor inextricably divided between Edof the Brooklyn Bridge.
The to his unending frustration and die and Catherine.
play is seen in the perspective passion. Rue McClanahan plays
Director Melvi'n Bernhardt has
of a view from the bridge and Eddie's wife, Beatrice, with a drawn the superb pieces together
John Conklin's set is a subtle sensitivity and conviction that into a brilliant, cohesive whole
reminder of this. The society show her deep love for Eddie and that sustains dramatic tension
her thorough understanding of and narrative and demonstrates
his futility. Miss McClanahan's once again that man is a marvelbeautiful portrayal of the destruc- ously mysterious and complex
tion of the husband-wife relation- creature ruled by passions and
ship extends the tragedy,of the forces that are beyond his i m play: to; a point where it is almost m e n s e imagination. Unlike Eddie
unbearable. Catherine, Eddie's carbone, who is, in the words
,niece,is
portrayedbyKaren Lud- Of the author "perversely pure "
;
wig. Miss Ludwig's , creation of the HSC production of• "A
•• View
-- '
a girl who is suddenly a young from the Bridge" is almost fineThe Kohon String Quartet of woman, torn between her desires ly pure. And Hartford will be
, New, York City will play, the third and her deep respect and love that much brighter until Decemconcert of this year's Chamber for" Eddie, is extremely success- ber 24. But there's always ChristMusic, Series at the College on ; M , in, drawing out the, inner con- mas,
Sunday, December 47 at 2:30 p.m.
..Performing ,iii the Goodwin,
Theater of the Austin .Arts'. Center; , .tliis popular ensemble, will:,
beV rhaking its fourth appearance
vUer;e.' since its Hartford debut Ire'.
JAZZ
:: 1965.:\*;:/.
.
y,r:\
;5&nown for its wide repertoire,•;
on this occasion the. Kohon String
Quartet will feature
modern
scores. The composers represented are Charles Ives, QuJhcy
MIKE KARP
Porter and Maurice Ravel,
':
The members of the quartet
are;
Harold . Kohon and Alvin.
FRIDAY 8:15
AAC
Rogers, violins; Eugenia Dengel,.
viola; David Moore, violoncello.
:Mr. Kohon, known as a soloist
as well as a chamber music playCollege Relations Director
er and concert-master, has just
8
returned from a cross-country
c/oSheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
tour, in the past he has been
associated with Georges Enesco,
the great Rumanian composerconductor;
Yella Pasal,
the
harpsichordist, Georges Barrere,'
the world-renowned flutist; and
Leopold Stokowski,
the 'most
famous conductor of the Philadelphia Orchestra.

Music Series
To Feature
Kohon Group
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number of other visual goodies
sharing . the plate with the maze.
On the cover is a three-dimensional photo of the Stones,
looking like space age gurus, surrounded by flowers, a mosque and
Beatles, as well as a sea of cosmic dust (most likely shredded
cotton).
'Their
Satanic Majesties Request' is a complex, clever and
compelling record album. Although it has things in it which
remind one of the Fugs, Mothers
of Invention, and several serious
composers and artists, it is safe
to say that there has never been,
anything like it. It is gripping
and moody, and above all beautifully produced, but is definitely
pulsatingly Stones.
It is surprising to see the Stones
suddenly leave their recorded land
of sex and drugs to a new and risky
one of social commentary. Perhaps the strangest thing about
the album is that it resembles
a book;
a collection of short
stories, projecting a mood mixing
Tolkien and science fiction. If
'Sgt, Pepper' was the first unified LP to cover the physical world
of today, then this release must
be the first original psycho-fantasy
..of modern man to be issued. It
even projects ahead a bit.
The production is a radical departure from their previous recordings, whose stereo has tended
to be horrible. The mixing and
distribution of tracks is excellent,
and most of the work is played
on everyday instruments, with a
minimum of engineering trickery,
'Sing We All Together' is the
opening track. Here the Stones
warm up, telling themselves (and
implying to us) to "...Open our
minds, let the pictures show/And if
we close our eyes together/Then
we can see where we all come
from."
Then Mick asks some

friends to visit him in the Citadel, where "...Flags are flying
dollar bills/from the heights of
concrete hills/You can see the
Minotaurs", and "In the streets
are many walls/Hear the peasants
come and crawl/You can hear their
numbers call." Bassist Bill Wyman takes us "In. Another Land,"
drenched in echo. "2000 Man"
tells us of the problems of everyday life at the turn of the coming
century, which sound strangely
familiar. Track five is an instrumental enlargement of the
opening track, and is followed by
an oscillator duet of "We Wish
You A Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year."
The flipside is more unified,
and has elements in it smacking
strongly of Gershwin, Gilbert and
Sullivan, Mozart and Lennon. The
music . becomes progressively
thicker, with heavy orchestration,
often projecting a spine-chilling,
somber mood, there are times,
as in the past, when the Stones
overdo things and repeat passages
too often. The prevailing mood of
the album, along with subtle repetitions of certain themes, makes
this Issue quite smooth. The drawIngs and paintings, such as one of
Middle Earth on the back of the
jacket, complement the recording
in creating a sound dream fantasy,
though as crude and raunchy as
it is at times. It connot be com- '
pared to 'Sgt. Pepper' fairly-the
Rolling Stones have been a rhythm
and blues group and cannot be
expected to produce the kind of
balanced and subtle piece the
Beatles did.
The Stones must
overdo a bit to be successful. I
would think that this will be received very well if considered in
its proper place: a brilliant musical fantasy from the evil and very
nice Rolling Stones.
••;..'

Junior Year

in
New York
Three undergraduate colleges offer students
from air parts of the country an opportunity
to broaden their educational experience
by spending their
' •
.:
Junior Year in New York
New York University is an integral part o-f
the exciting.metropolitan community of
New York City—the business, cultural,
artistic, and financial center of the nation.
The city's extraordinary resources greatly,
enrich both the academic program and the
experience of living at New York University
with the most cosmopolitan student body in
the world.
. .
This program is open to students
recommended by the deans of the colleges
to which they will return for their degrees.
: Courses may be taken in the
School,of Commerce
School of Education
•.;
, Washington Square College of Arts '... '
and Science
Write for brochure to Director, Junior Year
:
irVNew York
:
" "

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
New York, N.Y. 10003 7
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LETTERS to the chairman

{Trinity

to our gentlemanly Vietcong foes,
and that our soldiers who deliver napalm on target are so very
much shorter of nobility than he.
TO THE CHAIRMAN
Does Michael not know that millions upon millions of Americans
MichaelSeitchik'scolumn"Looking for Motherball" has consist- depend for their job and their
DECEMBER 5, 1967
ently been what seems to me to be livelihood on the words "corporate
a superior comment on modern profit?" Does he not know in his
American society. However, when frightening naivete that the enhe attacked Big Business (how big tire success of the nation as the
is "big") in the November 21 first . world power is built on
edition of the TRIPOD, I fear he those two words? Does Michael
waded out of his element. If, as believe that the hirelings who are
has been stated, one of America's "corporate management" OWN the
It. is unfortunate that the Hartford. COURANT has been unable
greatest weaknesses is that she is corporations? Does he not realto accurately report the full implications of the recently-issued
a nation of "economic illiterates," ize that the hard-earned savings
Dorwart statement. The COURANT editorial of Thursday, NoMr. Seitchik is good proof that (i.e., profits) of men and women
vember 28, dwelt erroneously upon the fact that only "non-inter- , America can't move a muscle! invested in mutual funds, savings
fering" demonstrations were mentioned in the statement. The It is fairly incredible that Mr. banks, insurance, securities, etc.,
Seitchik considers the lead min- make these millions of people
College is perhaps the first institution to directly flaunt the
ers who contribute bullets to de-. the financiers of business—the
Hershey directive in announcing that students who participate
fend South Vietnam's *J3 guaran- owners of business? Would he
in ANY demonstration will not be reported to the Selective Sersuggest that the enormously
vice.. It is hoped that in the future the COURANT will examine teed integrity, and the labour wealthy Roman Catholic Church
unions which control the workermore carefully its responsibility to the Hartford community to
voters at Dow Chemical, all guilty and others sell their billions of
accurately report the news.
of some heinous war crime. dollars worth of tax-free real
Dangerously confused as he is, estate and securities to slow the
Has Mr.
Mr. Seitchik "would have us be- starvation of India?
lieve, that the hundreds of Amer- Seitchik never heard of the
ican lives saved by the use of industrial foundations and instinapalm
should be sacrificed tutes supported by corporate pro-

Naivete

EDITORIAL SECTION
Keeping Courant

It's Hell

The IFC proposal to abolish all Hell weeks must be examined
from two points of view by each house which is initially opposed
to the revision.
Pragmatically speaking, it is better to direct one's fate than
to have -it imposed from without. If the membership of each individual house can bring itself to realize that by initiating the
abolition of all non-constructive pledge practices, they can .
direct the institution of constructive alternatives, thereby creating an. atmosphere in which the imperiled fraternity system will
not only stand a better chance of survival, butwill actually be
able to make substantial contributions to the college community,
if in no ether way than creating a more humane atmosphere. In
terms of pure self-interest and survival, it would be wise for the
opposing fraternities to take a less selfish attitude in considering the image and future of the fraternity system and the purpose"
of : the college community.
Furthermore, it is conceivable that any fraternity may be able,
to find a constructive pledge activity which will not be morally
degrading or dehumanizing and will still achieve the ephemeral
quality of unification of the pledges. The opinion that the dubious tradition of Hell week, be maintained because "It has aLways been that way"' must be supplanted by an attitude that
recognizes the integrity of the individual—the same individual
who chose a house for its personal aspects, not for its ritual
animism. He should therefore.be treated as the supposedly intelligent and discrete personality who would make such a choice.
Hell Week is out of place in the fraternity which places a premium upon the values for which any individual seeks membership in that organization.

fits? The universities and colleges? Does the poor fellow not
read enough to know that taxes
paid by corporate workers from
THEIR profits plus taxes levied
directly on corporate profits are
what make it possible for the USA
to GIVE billions of dollars to
needy countries • and our own
poor—and lazy? Without the profit motive, no USA; and without
honor among allies, no honor
among men.
Does Mr. Seitchik suggest that
the USA impose economic sanctions or use other pressures to
direct the Union of South Africa or
other countries in managing their
affair's, to dictate their ethics?
But why did Seitchik's ancestors
leave the old country? Probably no
PROFIT in staying there.
Again, let me say that I consider "Looking for Motherball" an
excellent column; but let Michael
stay in his own element, SOCIAL
commentary, until he leaves the
ranks of "economic illiterates."
And I do not favour the War - I
merely support our nation and business.
JOHN MCLOUGHLIN/71

IT N IN THE AIR
Scapegoats and Repression
by James Kaplan
"The union of the Algerian
people causes the disunion
.of the French people; throughout the whole territory of the
ex-mother country, the tribes
. are dancing their war dances.
The terror has left
Africa,
and is settling here; for quite
obviously
there are certain'
furious beings who want to
make us pay with our blood
for the shame of having been
defeated by the native,"
-Jean Paul Sartre, from, the,.
INTRODUCTION
to
Frantz'
Fanon, THE WRETCHED OF
THE EARTH.
"Problems today, scapegoat
tomorrow." It's an old political
proverb entitled "How to Save the
Ass of a Stupid Leader." Its use
tomorrow is guaranteed by the war
today. ;
• America's leadership has got
the country stuck in a war that
cannot be won.
Kennedy inherited the Eisenhower
pledge of military advisors, and
expanded it. In spite of McNamara's promise of victory by
late 1965, troop strength that
year went from twenty to over one
hundred thousand, Now, with
half a million troops, its still getting worse. More troops are
sure to go.
. •
There will be an end. As happened In France against Vietnam
and then Algeria, ' the American
people will grow tired. Tax increases, war inflation, austerity
for labor and the poor, the draft,
the casualties, the war, and the
associated chaos of campus and
jhetto will become intolerable.
Finally, the President will con:ede the point and bring the troops
lom'e, using some foolish myth to
;ave face. And America will have
sst a war for the first time in its
istory.
The potential Presidential candiates of 1968 will face these facts,
ockefeller, Percy, Kennedy, or
[cCarthy would move from a
; ecognition of eventual defeat lni a pose of national redeemer an
.merican de Gaulle. They could
ry to bind the nation together by
nollifying the Left with token r e orms, and by promising ahystercal Right no more defeats abroad.
3ut, except for Rockefeller, none

of these men have a chance right
now, regardless of popular preference. This solution appears now
unlikely.
More likely, in 1968 the people
will get to choose more war with
Johnson, or more war with Romney, Nixon, or Reagan. The inevitable admittance of defeat will
be postponed for a few years more.
But, because the Vietnamese grow
increasingly resistant to the white
invader, troop levels will rise in
the interval. Explanations of this
phenomenon will be required.

ican Left will be attacked. , To
better confront the revolutionaries abroad who threaten their imperial Interests, the Right Wing
will call for disciplined unity at
home--under Right-Wing guidance.
And when the Left refuses to consent to its emasculation, the Right
will label it guilty of destroying
national unity, as well as under-,
cutting military morale, and causing student and ghetto revolts.
Since the Left is guilty of unpatriotic sin, reason the new McCarthyites, it must suffer . the
sentence of repression.
Beyond this, the exploding camTo fend off this prospective aspuses and ghettoes must also be sault, the Left must inform people
explained. Attacks on campus about the nature of popular insurradicals will obscure the abusive- rection, and of the conservative
ness of obstinate, conservative, forces that oppose it. The conand bureaucratic administrators spiracy theory of the Right, which
promoting low quality and conser- asserts that the cause of rebellion
vative education. And black power is Left-wing plotting rather than
organizers will be blamed for miserable social conditions, must
black rebellions; as if SNCC built be revealed as ignorant idiocy.
the Negro ghettoes.
And radicals should fight back
More broadly, the whole Amer(Continued on Page 8)
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LETTERS to the chairman
This figure represents the cost
of a refrigerator running continuously for the school year, including vacations. I doubt very
TO THE CHAIRMAN:
much that the most inefficient r e frigerator operates more than 20
Due to the furor concerning rents minutes per hour. The results
for refrigerators, I have done a are these:
little research, and the results
Rent demanded by the College should interest every student who
$20.00 per year
owns this heretofore "illegal"
Cost of operation - $10.80 per
appliance:
year
Per cent of profit by the college Volts - 115
46%
Amps - 1.5
Considering that the college may
Calculated power requirement only pay two cents per kw. hr.
173 watts
since it consumes a sizable quantiNumber of days from September ty of electricity, the College may
9, 1967 to May 31, 1967 actually reap a whopping 64% pro260 days
fit on each refrigerator!
Computed number of kw. hrs. Student were prohibited from
1,080 kw. hrs.
having refrigerators on page fourMaximum rate per kw. hr. - teen of the Student Handbook (1967three cents
68) "as a safety factor, (through)
Calculated cost - $32.40
regulations imposed upon the
College by the City of Hartford
and the State of Connecticut." We
must conclude that the rules never
existed (we may break a state law
as long i s we pay the College
(Continued from Page 1) .
for the privilege).
In conclusion, where will these
that personal degradation and tactics stop? In the same handharassment' serve to unite the book are mentioned rules concernpledges and facilitates building ing liquor and parietal hours. I
them in the image of the house. suppose that these may also be
This philosophy, according to one overlooked in the future providing
dropout, represents an attempt we pay "through the nose" for it.
to "institutionalize love and brotherhood."
ELTON MITCHELL '69
Those dropouts see the'brotherhood's attitude as that of searching for something beyond friendship, something "almost mystical," that they can instill with
destructive pledge practices.
One of the interviewees reported that he was warned not to express his opinions in front of
the pledges. He cited several
incidents of "blatant hypocrisy,"
in which members of the brotherhood chastised pledges for failing
to perform duties which they themselves had neglected.
The idea of "molding people"
was also sharply criticized. A
student being interviewed said
that it was hypocritical to bring
a person into the house "because
you really like him" and then try
to change him.
That rigorous physical pledging practices are detrimental to
the College community was a s serted by most of the interviewees.
They obiected to DPhi's attempt
to make pledges spend a maximum
amount of time in the house, forcing them to drop out of campus
activities.
• During the interviews, "egocentric"
and "mickey mouse"
were the words most used to
characterize DPhi and its pledging practices.

46% Profit

Dropouts

Bookstore. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
ed, failed to adhere to a studentprepared list of preferred magazines. Hargrove stated that PLAYBOY magazine, of which the store
ordered 100 copies, sold only 50.
The remainder, he indicated, were
stolen.
For students desiring magazines, Hargrove noted the availability of student-priced subscription rates on "practically all magazines."
Kramer is considering for the
more distant future the institution
of a cooperative, similiar to the
stores at Harvard and Yale. He
felt that this structure gives the
student both a stronger influence
over purchases and a reduction in
prices.
Hargrove, however, disagreed
and claimed that the cooperatives
seem to offer reductions only because their price structures are
"pushed up." He said that prices
at the Yale Co-op were higher than
Prices for. identical items at the
College.
He also doubted the
willingness of the student body
to invest in shares.

On campus Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday this week.
This morning: Peace Corps
Director Jack Vaughn in the
Senate room.

Mickey Mouse Runs
weeK
o u t he "is

bacK

^
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CAMPUS NOTES
Thursday night, 7:30, at Constitution Plaza. All invitee).

Hillel
Rabbi Abraham Feldman of
Temple Beth Israel, West
Hartford, will deliver a lecture
on "The Future of Judaism"
Thursday, at 4 p.m. in Wean
Lounge.

Carols
There -will be a Christmas Carol
Sing by students of the College

Referendum.
(Continued from Page 1)
ment, Dr. George B. Cooper, took
issue with the criticisms of the
questionnaire.
Cooper pointed out that it would
have been impossible to have a
complete range of opinions represented and said it was "the best
one could corns up with" without
: requiring several hours to complete. He also stated that it was
"much better than most of the
polls used to measure public
' opinion on the war."
What many considered its chief,
•weakness, too few alternatives,
: Lucas saw as the poll's chief advantage. "It left little room," he
claimed, "for the Hawk or Dove
who couldn't accept the realities
of his position."
According to Lucas, t h e r e suits will be released nationally
this Friday. A breakdown of the
results at the College will appear
in next week's TRIPOD.

Independents' Council to Approach
Senate about Lounge Remodeling

The Independents' Council plans
to send a letter to the Senate
within the next two weeks, discussThe Rt. Rev. Paul Moore, Suffing the Council's plans for this
ragan Bishop of the Diocese of
year, it was disclosed at a meetWashington, D.C., an expert in
ing November 30. The letter,
the urban work of the Church,
which will discuss mainly the Inwill speak at 5 p.m. Sunday in dependents' plans for remodelthe Chapel.
' ing lounges, will request a budget from the. Senate to carry these
ideas through. Steven R. Lurideen '68, president.of the Council,
Students interested in working stated that the College had. preunder the Friendship Frontiers viously been asked for the money,
Program with children from the and that Assistant Dean of Students
Leonard R. Tomat had rejected the
Kinsella , Elmentary School
:
should contact Paul Holinger, request on financial grounds.
Box 116.
The Independents hope to place
a television set and, perhaps, some
new furniture in South Campus
A-B lounge. They hope to do some
Students interested in workingon repainting in Elton lounge, and
the bookstore committee should bring in some artwork. If the
contact Dan Goldberg, Box 97.
appropriation from the Senate is

Vespers

friendships."
The' Council was warned by
Director of Mather Hall, Del A.
Shilkret that some lounges must be
kept for studying, considering the
Administration's program to end
studying In Wean Lounge, and the
imminent closing of McCook tostudiers.
'
<

Help Children

heverett Saltongtall

Bookstore

Thursday, 8:15 p.m.
Washington Room

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY
'

Sweaters

• One Day Service
• Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
• Expert Tailoring
Basement Cook A
All But The Linen Service Will Be
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00

How about foam
on your beer?
none?

received before the semester
break, the independents plan to
do the actual work during the vacation.
The philosophy behind the lounge
renovations was summed up by
Lundeen: "Aside from the Cave,
and private rooms, there is nowhere students can relax and form

1 inch?

You'll hear some people
say there shouldn't be
.any head at all. They say
phooey on the
foam... where's
the beer?
They shouldn't.
Anyway, n o t
when the beer is
Beechwood Aged BucU
BudWeiseri is brewed >
so it will kick up a good

First Choice
Of The
Engageables
They like the smart styling and
the perfect center diamond
. . . a brilliant gem of fine
color and modem cut. The
name, Keepsake, in your
ring assures lifetime satisfaction. Select yours at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store.
He's in the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."

Kee

REG

IV2 inches?

head .of foam. Those little
bubbles add to the taste,
the smoothness, and the
drinkability. So
pour your Bud
with about an
inch-and-a-half
collar.Two inches
if it's a tall glass.
Now let the foam tickle
your n o s e . . . and your
taste. That's the answer.
HOW TO PLAN YOUR

.best reason in the world to drink beer
'</

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. . ST."LOUIS . NEWARK . > 0 S ANGELES . TAMPA?. HOUSTON

DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202
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Swim. . .
(Continued from Page 8)
After tonight's oriel stop in
Massachusetts, the bare-backed
squad will open a three-meet home
stand in Trowbridge. Coast Guard
will battle the Bantams Saturday
at 4:00 p.m. with RPI visiting the
1
following Wednesday and tough
Bowdoin here on December 15th.
Last winter Bowdoin scraped by
Trinity in an upset victory and
then splashed past each of the
Little Three teams, including,
of course, the wet Lord Jeffs who
later captured the New England
team championship.

Training in Trowbridge, which
finally became an adequate competitive pool through the addition
of water-breaking lane-markers,
has concentrated mainly on r e peat short-distance sprints with
minimum rests.
A highly-talented freshman group
is competing with the Varsity
and splashed past Conard High
School Friday, 50-34, in a practice meet.
Major, yearling stand-outs include Nebraskan
Bob Hurst,
distance freestyle; Chris Knight,
breaststrokejWardGodsall, individual medley, and sprinters Mark
Hastings and Jim Graves.

The OU Cave

DATE-LINE:
ST. LOUIS
Who is #1? The 1967
N.C.A.A. soccer championship ended in bizarre fashion
as underdog St. Louis and undefeated Michigan State were
declared co-champions.
After playing 42 scoreless
minutes, the officials called
a halt because the field had
become so waterlogged that
conditions were dangerous.
This
fact was amply
illustrated when Guy Busch of
MSU smashed into the goal
post.
Earlier MSU had vanquished
Long Island University in the
semi-finals 4-0 while St.
Louis had upset Navy 1-0
on a last minute score.
After being held to a 1-0
halftime margin, Michigan
State exploded for three goals
after the intermission,
Even the luckless Mr. Busch
managed to slip the ball past
the L.I.U. goalie, Mickey
Cohen.
.' .
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Baby Bants Triumph;
Top Kingswood, 57-51
Led by 6'2»
Tom
Sasali,
the Trinity freshman basketball
team scored a 57-51 victory over
Kingswood in the opening game for
both teams. Sasali tickled the twine
for 24 points to help make Joe
Wilson's coaching debut a successful one.
The Baby Bantams were constantly ahead in the Memorial Field
House game last Saturday. They
held a 19-14 first quarter lead
and 30-24 margin at halftime.
During this stretch, which was
dominated by fast breaks and loose
ball handling, Sasali scored 11 of
his points,, while Walter Hurley
kept the Wyverns in the game by
netting 10 of his 13 points.
The Hilltoppers began to pull
away in the third period, thanks
to strong rebounding from Center
Ron Nussbaum and Ron Cretaro.
The Baby Bants outscored Kingswood
by four points to hold
a relatively comfortable 44-34 lead
with
eight minutes
to play
Then Kingswpod's high scoring

If you think you've seen
Swingin' Folk Singers
You Ain't SeenNothin' Yet!
4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * Jilfj * • * * • * * • • * * * **

I Grand music-Hail j
•

of Israel

•

CHARLIE WENTZ

Presents

ISRAELS BRIGHTEST YOUNG TALENT
BS, Business
Administration,
Lehigh, joined the
Bethlehem Loop Course,
was soon selling steel in
our Philadelphia district.
A year later he entered
the service, returning to
•new and bigger
responsibilities. After
four years on the job,
Charlie covers a large area
of eastern Pa. Five of
his customers alone account
for over $8 million
in yearly sales.
MANAGEMENT
MINDED?
Career prospects are
better than ever at
Bethlehem Steel. Vfe need
on-the-ball engineering,
technical, and liberal arts
graduates for the 1968
Loop Cdurse. Pick up a
copy of our booklet at your
placement office.

center, 6' 10" Jim Masker, who
had been closely guarded by Nussbaum all night, began to score.
Led by Masker, who netted eight
of his fifteen points in this period,
the charging Wyverns narrowed the
gap to 54-51.
However, a foul shot and a field
goal at the buzzer by Nussbaum
dashed Kingswood's upset-dreams
and brought the Bantams back
from the brink of disaster.

Dinner...
(Continued from Page 4)
amount of laurels received. The
main c speaker, Dr. Macklmmie,
chairman of the Education department, provided the winning
margin for Dath.
/ a* Trinity
ih'air with *a silver plaque
commemorating Dath's 100 victories.
This reporter was tickled pink.

Placement
DECEMBER 4-5
"Peace CorpsMonday luncheon In Committee
Room; for reservations
call ext. 228
Tuesday morning - Peace
Corps
Director,
Jack
Vaughn
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 7
West Hartford Public Schools
9:30 - 4:30, Senate Room
Indiana Law School
10:00-3:30, Alumni
IT. of Pennsylvania
afternoon, Elton Lounge
MONDAY, DECEMBER 11
Career Conference Program
In
" College and Secondary Education" 8;15 p.m., Wean
Lounge
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 12
Career Conference P~rogram
in
"Graduate Business School
Education Today," , !8;15,
Wean Lounge
.SUMMER PROGRAMS
All juniors interested in
Summer Programs with
companies please register
in the Placement Office in
December
LOST AND FOUND
Will
the person who
borrowed from the Placement Reading Room letters
from Trinity Peace Corpsmen please return them.

ABC PIZZA HOUSE
Across from Trinity College
287 New Britain Ave.,
Hartford
Phone 247-0234

'Call before you leave
the Campus"
Moh.-Thu. 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
F r i . and Sat. 11 a.m.-.l a.m.
Sun. - 12 a.m. - 11 p.m.

C A M P U S
BARBER

First time in America direct from European triumph, this sensational musical
extravaganza features Isreal's top folk singing stars backed by the swinginest
big band. They perform Middle East folk-rock and pop like you never heard
before! Also featured is the Karmon-Histraduth Folk Ballet. Vibrant, youthful.
Absolutely delightful.
T U B S . D@0. 1 2 t l t r U S H U . 0 ® C - 1 1 _ For information call787-1297
PRICES
TUBS., Wad., Thurs., & Sun. (8:3Q.pm)

1st Balcony
}5,00, 4.50

Orchestra
56.00

2nd Salcony
J2.M

JZ.5(f
56.50, 6.00
J7.5Q
f r i , , & Sat., (8:30 pm)
J2.5O
$4.50, 4.00
15.00
Sat, & Sun. Matinees (2:30 pm)
MAIL ORDERS WRITE: s'hubert Thestro, 247 College Street, New Haven, Conn. Kindly enclose stamped s
addressed envelope.

m

ib...li..mniM«ii.i...i..i.niiutiiiM«ffi

An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

Air

SHOP

Conditioned

Specializing in
Razor Cuts - Hair Styling
247-2953

STEEL

289 New Britain Avenue
Hartford, Connecticut
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DePrez, Elkin Engineer Split
by Judd Freeman
Sam , Elkin's versatility, Pete
DePrez's shooting, and Larry DuPont's muscle squashed Middlebury, 108-78, Saturday night after
almost by-passing Bowdoin in the
final minutes of the 82-86 loss
Friday.
•Nevertheless, it was Captain Bob
Gutzman's
vulnerability
that
reigned most crucial as the 6'3"
forward damaged cartilage in his
right knee for the third straight
season early Saturday night.

The severity of the damage to
Gutzman's hinge (knee)as yet can
not be accurately determined, but
a safe guess is that he will not
see action against Williams this
Tuesday when the squad travels to
Williamstown for its third skirmish of the young season. (Hartford fans can catch that action on
WRTC-FM 89.3 mg.)
Erratic is the best description
of Hilltopper play over the weekend. Not until the second half
of the Mlddlebury success did the
Bantams start shooting over 40%.
Then they bounced the Panthers
back to Vermont in the final 12
minutes by scoring 47 points.
The lethal shooting of sophomore Pete DePrez arid senior reserve, Eric Middleton, turned
a close contest into a rout as the
Hilltoppers erased a 62-61 Middlebury edge midway thru the second
half. DePrez and Middleton wound
up with 26 and 13 markers respectively.
Also making a valuable contribution was senior guard Sam Elkin. Coach Robie Shults cited the
guard's fine play as a key factor,
"We've got our General now. Our
offense should perform better now
that Elkin has overcome the ill
effects of playing soccer durlngthe
fall."

SAM ELKIN (24) lofts a sweet
jumper over the outstretched
fingers of a Bowdoin defender
in
last Friday's disastrous
opener. The " E l k " has been a
smooth operator since retiring
from soccer last week.
_ .

(Sample Photo)

Racquetmen
Against Navy
Abandoning the mud flats below
Chapel Hill as coach of the eight
best soccer teams in the country,
• Roy Dath has migrated to the upper reaches of the Trowbridge
Building to attempt revamping a
not-so-national Trinity squash
club.
.
Ironically, the Varsity outfit,
bruised last season with a 2-12
record, will get a shot at last
year's National Squash Racquets
Champion, Navy, this Friday on
the Hartford courts. The 4:00
p.m. contest will inaugurate
the season.
Saturday the racquet club will
be in Boston for an afternoon bout
with M.I.T., trying to avenge last
winter's 6- 3; scrapping.
Senior Captain Malcolm Hayward Is optimistic although the
Bantams
are
faced with a
ridiculously difficult schedule;
"It may sound trite," he satd,
"but
if we
can capitalize
on _ our potential
we could
ha\^e
a successful
team."
Backing up'Tteyward are sophomores: Jeff Sturgess, Bob Harrity, Mike Ramseur and two of
Dath's soccer men, Peter Wiles^
and Norm Hannay,
In addition, returning juniors
Mike Beautyman, Rob Johnson,
Earl Millard, and John Duganwill
be back on the courts.
George Crile, who attended
Georgetown last year after two
seasons at Trinity, is the favoriteson-candidate for number one Bantam player If he can gain NCAA
sanction.

.

•••. • :

'

Dath, who has only watched the
squad for a week, feels that depth
and balance are crucial terms in
the young season.
,, Depth - "From the fifth man to
'the ninth - t h e second half of the
order - we have :gr eat strength."
And* fiafance - "After a 2-12
season, ;we would be more than
grateful to balance things out this
winter at 7-77" . • .
Actually there's more to balance
than that, but it certainly isn't
a bad start.

But, more important, the fiery
short guard has not yet relinquished the ball to the enemy
through floor errors.
In the Bowdoin contest, a 33polnt effort by the Polar Bears'
Ed McFarland turned back a late
Trinity rally which had narrowed
the difference to three points with
less than two minutes remaining.
In the last analysis, it was the
poor shooting of the Bantams, 35%,

and the 24 fouls which presented
the visiting Bowdoin team with the
Victory.
Trinity finally managed to achieve some consistency
late in the game but the Polar
Bears had built enough cushion to
assure a win.
Jim Stuhlman headed the belated
Blue-and-Gold charge by hauling
down 21 rebounds and pouring in
17 markers.
Gutzman and Larry DuPont sunk
15 and 10 points respectively.
The impending Williams contest
could go a long way in shaping
Bantam fortunes this year. The
Ephmen are a strong team with
much height and scoring potential.
All-E.C.A.C. Jay Healy returns
along with previous regulars 6'6"
Bill Underekerand6'4" BlllDrummond.
Last season's startling 80-76
upset of the Ephs produced one
of Trinity's best performances of
the winter. It will take the same
kind of play this time around, too.

SOPHOMORE PETER DEPREZ (22) launches a patented jumper
from the foul line in last Friday's struggle with Bowdoin. The
soph swished 37 points during the two weekend contests, to
pace the Bantam scorers. Prolific production is hoped from DePrez to offset the loss of Captain Bob Gutzman who is out for
an indefinite length of time.
^Sample Photo)
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Cance"$ Richard Named Captains

by Peter Wenty
Moore as cross-country captain.1
Athletic Director Karl Kurth,
It looked for a while as if
Frank Marchese was to be the most Master of Ceremonies, mentioned
honored faculty member at the that he was "tickled pink" with
Fall Sports Dinner, Monday, Nov- the varsity football record of 6-1-1.
ember 27. However, Soccer Coach Then Coach Don Miller congratuRoy Dath received several awards lated the 36 letter winners. Captoward the end of the program to tain Larry Roberts presented
snatch victory away from "Mr. Miller with the Wesleyan game ball
Equipment".
signed by all of the players and
Other highlights of the banquet said that, "our coaching staff was
included, the naming of Mike Can- phenomenal" and that " football at
celliere as football captain, Roger Trinity would make anyone a better
Richard, soccer captain, and Bob person".

Air.
(Continued from Page 4)
against all measures of r e pression.
But the likelihood of a new McCarthyism will be determined
above all by the resolution of liberals arid moderates in the face of
the witch-hunters. In 1919, 1949,
and 1953,. after the past three
•wars, the liberals and moderates
displayed an essential cowardice.
If this time they again acquiesce
to Right-Wing pressure, America
will return into the deep freeze
It has been so painfully struggling
out of.
,

HANDING OVER THE REIGNS! (From left to right) Cdptain
Larry Roberts of the 1967 football team gives the newly elected
captain, Mike Cancelliere, some encouragement. Roger Richard
gets the same treatment from outgoing soccer leader, Mike Center.
(Rosenblatt Photo)

Slaughter's Swimmers
To Splash at RPI Today
Tonight as Connecticut plunges
Backstroker-freestyler Bill Bainto icy-water darkness andTrln- con regained his All-America title
ity students huddle over final •by taking fifth in the 100-yard backthesis drafts
in hundreds of stroke in the NCAA college-divcandle-lit hilltop caverns, the ision nationals at .Long Beach,
traditionally fickle Varsity swimmers will be opening the aquaseason in the WPI natatorium.
Last winter the Bant swimmers
dropped only one point short of
a perfect meet in trouncing Worcester, 84-10. Coach BobSlaughter's charges then went on' to
win the next three contests before dropping the last six. '
But fickle'they remained and
rallied to capture the highlight
event of the New England Collegiate Swimming Championships the
400-yard freestyle relay ' in
3:19.9, breaking the old Bantam
-Hark by almost seven seconds
Three of that quartet - Captain
Bill Bacon, juniors Ric Hendee
and Mike Wright - are.back again
to spur on the "new" team which
suffers in the events it was once
strongest and finallyhas powerful
breaststrpke and diving after being
seriously deficient in those departments for almost a decade. CAPTAIN backstroker Bacon.
(Hendee Photo)

California, last spring. His time
of :55.0, posted two years ago
before he won the event in the
Illinois-based nationals, is the
New England record in that event.
Bacon has taken over retired
distance-freestyler, Duff Tyler's
position as captain of the squad.
Tyler, by the way, was the fourth
man on that victorious relay and
it is his events, the 200- and 500yard freestyle, that Trinity will
have the most difficulty winning
this season.
Sophomores Seth Merriman and
Phil Davis will bolster the butterfly
and breast stroke events
while Dan Andrus and David Dietrich dominate Bantam diving.
Breaststroker Howie Shaffer who
plunged to a twelft#place finish
in the New Englands last March
backstroker Jim Monks, and
medley-specialist Barry Bedrlck
complete the senior roster.
Supporting freestylers Hendee
and Wright will be distance' expert
Doug Watts, a junior, and Steve
Smith, a sophomore.

After Cancelliere was named
captain-elect, Kurth announced the
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference weekly Trinity winners:
Tom Duncan, Colby game; Ron
Martin, Coast Guard game; Kim
Miles, Amherst game; Mike Cancelliere, Wesleyan game. Miles
was named as one of twelve national Hall of Fame Scholar-Athletes
and Roberts was awarded the opportunity to accompany him to the
banquet in New York.
After Coach ChetMcPhee named
the 33 numeral winners of his
5-0 frosh football team, Captain
Jon Miller began the procession
of praise for Frank, "We thank Frank for his patience; we know
it's been tough". He also thanked the varsity coaches for "letting us tune up against them Tuesdays and Wednesdays".
Kurth once again announced that
he was "tickled pink" at the 9-2
varsity soccer record.
He introduced Captain Mike Center who
presented Coach Roy Dath a gift
from
the team and said that
"our team spirit was tremendous.
I am extremely proud and honored
to have played on this team."
He also lauded Frank for being able to get the uniforms clean
after playing in continuous "mud,
rain, and snow."
Dath, in presenting the P.S. Fish
Most Valuable Player Award, said
that "one of the things that made
the team was a leader like--Mike
Center,"
Kurth announced for the fourth
time that he was "tickled pink"
("you like that phrase" huh?")»
This time he praised the 5-2 •
frosh
soccer
record.
Ron
Megna,
the captain,
thanked
Frank "for being such
a great supporter" and said that
as the season progressed, Coach
Shults, who is also varsity basketball coach, "got his terminology mixed up once in a while."
Cross Country Coach Barrie Almond
was the next speaker. »
After he congratulated the letter
winners, "Captain Bill Shortell
spoke, saying that " it takes years
to get in shape for a sport like
this." It was the frosh crosscountry captain
who provided
the
high-light of the evening,
however.
After presenting the cheerleading
and band awards,
kurth;,.
proceded to read a lengthy telegram in praise of Coach Dath's
100 victories.
Rumors spread
through the audience, "It's from
Eisenhower; No, Johnson; it's
from Funstori." The telegram was
from twenty of Dath's previous
stars, Including some of those who
played on. the'5 6 championship
team.
At this point in the affair, Frank
and Dath were about tied in the
(Continued on Page 7)

